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Race Identification Best Practices 

USA Triathlon’s Race Identification Best Practices will serve the following purposes: 

• To provide a comprehensive, structured, and detailed outline of all race identification 

items that a Race Director (RD) has at their disposal.  

• To provide explanations on what is required for a triathlon vs. what is recommended 

and/or best practice. 

• To familiarize the athlete with race identification practices, the placement of race 

identification pieces, and the reasoning behind those practices.  

Race Identification is crucial to the safety, integrity, and overall production value of any 

Triathlon, Duathlon, Aquabike, Aquathlon, or youth race of any level & length. Below you will 

find a section by section breakdown of each piece of race identification. As you move through 

each page, you will find a detailed background of each piece, placement & artwork diagrams, 

required vs. best practice expectations, and other pertinent information. The below excerpt 

from the USA Triathlon Rulebook is the cornerstone of the document. The “Race Number” in 

the below excerpt pertains to any form of the number mandated by the Race Director. The 

Race Director is required by the USAT rulebook and sanctioning process to provide official race 

numbers for each leg of the event, but RD’s have various options on how to require athletes to 

display said numbers.  

Section 3.4-f. Race Numbers - Participants shall plainly display their race numbers at all times, and shall 
maintain the race number in an unaltered, unobstructed and readable state at the start and finish gates, in 
the transition areas, and on the course. Any violation of this Section shall result in a variable time penalty. 

A note to Race Directors – as you are going through this document, USA Triathlon understands 

that each race is different and certain adjustments or customizations may occur to fit the scope 

of your event. Each section will incorporate a Level III, Level II, and Level I of race identification 

that will provide options as you work through the race identification process. The document is 

prepared to assist Race Director’s in making decisions regarding their individual races with 

regards to Race Identification. This document is not intended to be a final say in the decision 

making or budget process, but is designed to be a guide to assist the individual Race Director in 

his or her specific event. Ultimately, the final decision rests in the hands of the Race Director.  
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Levels Defined 

Level III: This level incorporates the highest level of race identification items together in a 

streamlined and organized system. This level also includes some form of event and/or sponsor 

logos to improve the overall look and feel of the event. This level of implementation is what 

USA Triathlon recommends, but the final decision lies with the Race Director themselves.   

Level II: This level provides a race identification system that is adequate in terms of 

enforcement, safety and production value. Enhanced products are utilized, but not all steps in 

the system are involved in a streamlined set up. 

Level I: This level incorporates the minimum amount of race identification items you must have 

in place at your multisport race in order to adequately and safely officiate and produce a race.  

Race Identification Sections  

➢ Race Bib Identification  

➢ Body Marking & Tattoos 

➢ Tattoo Removal  

➢ Bike Frame & Bike Helmet Identification  

➢ Bike Rack Identification  

➢ Swim Cap & Swim Course Identification  

➢ Wristbands 

➢ SportSafe Markers 

➢ Miscellaneous Identification Pieces 
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Race Bib Identification 

Race bibs, also known as run bibs, are the most well-known and heavily utilized piece of race 

identification material within the triathlon and endurance community. Race bibs are required 

to be worn by athletes on the run leg of any USAT sanctioned multisport race. These bibs 

cannot be altered, folded, or covered, other than the removal of any ancillary tags (goody bag & 

t-shirt below), and have to be visible on either the front or back side of the body. Please note 

that race bibs can be worn on the bike if the athlete so chooses, and can be worn under the 

wetsuit on the swim, but neither of these items is required or recommended since that incurs a 

significant risk of loss, and if that happens, the participant is subject to a penalty on the run. 

Sizing Example - (includes t-shirt/goody bag label) – 7.5”w x 5.75”h 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Level III: Colored race bib that is equal to or greater than the size above. Number is presented 

in a bold, clear, and off-color font that is easily visible for an official or race management. The 

numbers should also be a minimum of 2” high, so that they can be accurately captured by 

photography staff. Customization of the race bib is enhanced by means of event logos, 

sponsors, and athlete name. Ancillary tags that are utilized for redemption/access purposes 

such as goody bags, t-shirts, or post-race food tickets. Pins are also provided by the race 

director for adhering to the athlete’s kit, or the bib can be worn with an athlete’s race belt.  

Level II: Colored race bib that is equal to the sizing above. Number presented in a bold, clear, 

and off-color font that is easily visible for an official or race management. No sponsors, 

customization, or event logos are included as part of this bib.  

 

Level I: White race bib that is smaller than the sizing above and includes a bold, black font that 

is easily visible to an official or race management. 
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Body Marking & Tattoos 

Body marking is the act of writing or adhering (with tattoos) the athlete’s respective race 

number to their body, in specific locations, for the purpose of athlete identification and athlete 

safety in the event of medical emergencies. Markings and tattoos are especially critical during 

the swim portion of races since race bibs can become saturated if put in water. The markings 

can also be a failsafe for medical emergencies on other legs of a race if a bike frame number or 

race bib should be lost or inaccessible. It is very important that all athletes have visible body 

markings that display their race number that will not be covered up by any type of race kit, 

compression sock, or arm band. If athletes do wish to wear any of these items, the exact 

placement of the body marking should be placed at the discretion of the Race Director, but be 

visible no matter the placement. No matter the final stance, it should be clear, consistent, and 

concise in all race communications and on race day so that athletes can prepare accordingly.    

On the following pages, you will find three diagrams – the first one shows a quad set of tattoos 

as they would come to you directly from the manufacturer. Each vertical strip has a specific 

spot on the body where it should be placed – one on each bicep in between the shoulder and 

elbow, and one on each calf in between the knee and ankle. The second diagram shows the 

exact placement of these tattoos, and the third diagram shows various options for tattoo 

placement should arm warmers or compression socks be worn.  

Sizing of quad set and individual numbers: 

• Size of individual number - height: 1 3/8”, width: depends on number 

• Total size of sheet (below) 7” wide x 8 ¼” high 

• Each tattoo and sheet can be customizable with event & company logos, race 

disciplines, and other items that the RD sees fit 
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#1 - Quad set package of tattoos 

 

 

#2 - Placement of body marking tattoos or numbers on the body 

 

8 ¼” 

7” 

Note: If you only are able to 

order (2) total tattoos, the arm 

tattoo placements are prioritized 

over the leg tattoo placements, 

since the arm tattoos will 

provide a better level of visibility 

on the swim vs. the legs. 
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#3 – Placement of body marking tattoos or numbers when working with obstructions 

 

 

Level III: Quad set of tattoos produced at dimensions equal to or greater than the dimensions 

provided in the diagram above with bold, clear, and offset color numbering. Each of these 

tattoos should be required to be placed on each bicep and each calf as shown in the #2 diagram 

on the previous page. If skinsuits, arm warmers, compression socks, or any other kit item 

impedes the application of the tattoo, every attempt should be made by race staff and the 

athlete to adjust the tattoo placement to the nearest open skin (#3 diagram). For the arm 

placements, this typically involves moving the tattoo up so it adheres to the upper shoulder 

area above the arm warmer. For the calf, this typically involves moving the tattoo up the leg so 

it is in between the top of the compression sock and the bottom of the leg of the kit. If any of 

these options still do not work, the number can be written with SportSafe Markers within an 

open skin area that is visible to race staff and officials.  

In addition to officiating and medical purposes, the athlete markings above can also serve as an 

increased security measure for bike check-out following the race. Athlete’s race markings 

should be matched to their bike frame number (page 11) to ensure that each athlete is taking 

the correct bike, and that no bike is stolen or misplaced in the process.  

If armbands are worn by the 

athlete, the body marking tattoo 

or number can be displayed above 

the top of the band on the upper 

shoulder.  

 

If compression socks are worn by 

the athlete, the body marking 

tattoo or number can be displayed 

on the quadriceps above the sock 

and below the tri-suit as shown in 

the adjacent diagram. 
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As a final note, the athlete’s race age as of December 31st of the calendar year and race 

distance that the athlete is partaking in can be marked on the back of the left calf of each 

athlete. This extends the ability to fellow athletes to see the age and race that the athlete they 

are racing with is competing in, which gives an enticement to athletes who may be competing 

side by side for awards. A good example of this marking would be as follows: The athlete is 

race-age 51 and is racing in the Olympic-Distance race. The marking on the back of the left calf 

would be as follows: 51 - O. If a Sprint Distance race, the marking would be: 51 – S. Please also 

note that this practice is not required by the USAT rules.  

Level II: Three body marking locations presented in tattoo and/or SportSafe Marker format. 

This method involves ordering a double set of tattoos for placement on biceps, and then hand-

writing a number on the left calf, or writing all numbers on the locations noted rather than 

adhering tattoos. As a general principle, if ordering tattoos, it is better to place the double set 

of tattoos on the biceps because the arms are much more visible during the swim vs. the legs, 

and the tattoos can easily be seen by officials and race staff. No race age marking involved, and 

this method also reduces the effectiveness of bike check-out security as the amount of 

permanent body markings has decreased from the Best Practices Level.  

Level I: Two body marking locations presented in tattoo and/or SportSafe Marker on the biceps 

(Note: this minimum practice is required by the USAT rulebook). With the Level I, these two 

markings would be placed on the left and right bicep of the athlete. The reasoning for being on 

the biceps rather than the calves is because the arms are much more visible during the swim vs. 

the legs, and the writing can easily be seen by officials and medical staff. No race age marking 

involved, and this method also reduces the effectiveness of bike check-out security as 

permanent marker can more easily wash off throughout a race.  

As with any race operation, be sure as the RD you are allowing adequate time at registration or 

bike check-in (depending on race schedule) for body marking to take place, especially if you are 

hand-writing the numbers on athletes. For the best case scenario, be sure to form multiple 

lines, delegate clear instructions to volunteers beforehand so they are prepared when athletes 

start to arrive, and mark athletes away from bike racks, typically at the entry point to transition 

when they are checking in.  
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Tattoo Removal 

Following the conclusion of bike check out and the race, tattoos and other body marking items 

inherently need to be removed from the athlete’s body and bike. Below you will find select 

products and examples of items that work to remove items from the body and bike. 

Body: All temporary tattoos and SportSafe Markers are made to stand up to soap and water, so 

usually an alternate removal process is necessary. Some removal suggestions are: Non-alcoholic 

disinfectant wipes, baby wipes, scrubbing with baby oil, rubbing alcohol, nail polish remover, 

and make up remover. Please note that some of the above solutions may cause irritation to the 

skin, so the overall removal is at your own risk.   

Bike: For bike stickers on your helmet and bike post, here are some suggestions to remove the 

adhesive residue left by the sticker: GooGone, UNI-Solve, citrus based cleaners, steam 

treatment, and rubbing the area with a cloth pad soaked in vinegar. Please note that the above 

methods are at your own risk.  
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Bike Frame & Bike Helmet Stickers 

Bike frame and bike helmet stickers are the two race identification pieces that are implemented 

only on the bike portion of a multisport race. Each piece requires an element of pre-race 

planning to ensure the stickers are placed correctly on the bike and ready for action after 

leaving T1, and throughout the bike portion of the race. The two pieces noted above are 

extremely beneficial for officiating and medical purposes, and for athlete to athlete 

identification. The bike-specific mentions, when working in tandem with body marking tattoos, 

provide an unprecedented level of athlete identification that is beneficial in bike course 

crashes, especially when the athlete’s bike has potentially left the exact physical location of the 

respective athlete.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

12” 

2” 

1 ½” 

Above: (1) Bike frame sticker – wraps around bike frame directly under seat and hangs off back of bike. 

Some stickers may wrap around the top of the crossbar tube, depending on exact format. 

Below: (3) bike helmet stickers – one each placed on front, right side, and left side of helmet. 
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Place bike frame number on the frame facing 

the rear, or on top of the tube of the frame. 

Note that the option hanging off the seat post 

may be obstructed if the athlete has a seat bag, 

which may need to be slightly adjusted to 

accommodate the number.  

(3) bike helmet stickers that are 

placed on the front, right, and 

left sides of the helmet. 
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Level III: (1) Bike frame sticker and (3) bike helmet stickers equal to or greater than the sizes 

noted previously in this section. The bike frame sticker should be wrapped around the bike 

frame directly under the bike seat (*Note: Some bike frame stickers may wrap around the tube 

of either crossbar, depending on the adhesive configuration of the sticker), and the (3) bike 

helmet stickers should be placed on the center, left, and right side(s) of the helmet. Each sticker 

should have bold, clear, and offset color numbering so that each individual sticker can be seen 

in real time by officials and medical crews. Most importantly, the bike frame number must be 

visible and readable from the left side of the rider, as that is where the officials will be 

operating on motorcycles.      

Level II: (1) Bike frame sticker and (1) bike helmet sticker equal to or greater than the sizes 

noted previously in this section. The bike frame sticker should be wrapped around the bike 

frame directly under the bike seat (*Note: Some bike frame stickers may wrap around the tube 

of either crossbar, depending on the adhesive configuration of the sticker), and the (1) bike 

helmet sticker should be placed on the left side of the helmet (So officials can easily see the 

number since they will operate to the left of athletes). Each sticker should have bold, clear, and 

offset color numbering so that each individual sticker can be seen in real time by officials and 

medical crews.    

Level I: (1) Bike frame sticker equal to or greater than the sizes noted previously in this section. 

The bike frame sticker should be wrapped around the bike frame directly under the bike seat 

(*Note: Some bike frame stickers may wrap around either tube of the crossbar, depending on 

the adhesive configuration of the sticker). The bike frame sticker should have a bold, clear, and 

offset color number so that the individual sticker can be seen in real time by officials and 

medical crews. Note that this minimum level prioritizes a bike frame sticker over a bike helmet 

sticker since; typically, there will be some sort of body marking on the athlete already. We add 

the numbering to the bike to encompass both athlete and bike into the race identification 

system.  
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Bike Rack Stickers 

Bike rack stickers serve as very simple yet effective form of race identification so that athletes 

know their respective spot within the transition area. Please note that the Levels noted below 

are suggestions on the size and scope of bike rack stickers if you should choose to acquire them 

– some events allow open racking within transition, and in turn no stickers are needed. 

Athletes will enter transition and rack their bikes according to the placement of these stickers 

on the specific bike rack; spacing, sizing, and number size are taken into account when 

producing the stickers so that athletes can find their spot easily and efficiently. When ordering 

these stickers, take into consideration the strength of the adhesive material. It is usually best to 

work with your race identification provider to acquire some samples to see which type of 

adhesive will adhere to your rack best, but not leave a residue that will build up over time and 

leave your bike racks with imprints that you can no longer adhere to. When adhering to bike 

racks, leave a small piece of the sticker hanging off the bottom of the rack to make for easy 

removal following the race. Also note that adhering these stickers while the bike racks are wet 

will cause the adhesive to fail. 

 

 

Level III: Bike rack sticker equal to or greater than the size noted above with bold, clear, and off 

color numbering so that each individual sticker can be seen easily by athletes racking their 

bikes. When adhering the stickers to the bike rack(s), it is best to give each athlete a minimum 

width of 18”-20” between each number to allow for adequate transition set up space. This 

width is based upon the width of handle bars and/or brake hoods on a standard road bike. 

Furthermore, it is best to group each wave and/or age group consecutively on bike racks so that 

athletes racing in the same age group each have to run the same amount of distance within 

2.4” 

2” 
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transition. Typically, the following system works well: Wave 1 has 80 athletes who are 

competing in the 20-24 age group. Bike numbers 1-80 are stickered consecutively on the bike 

racks starting at the bottom left corner of transition (or whichever corner is closest to swim in). 

Wave 2, which has 90 athletes competing in the 25-29 age group, is stickered immediately after 

the Wave 1 stickers end, following suit with numbers 81-171. This system is continued on until 

all age groups and waves have been exhausted. 

Level II: Bike rack sticker equal to or greater than the size noted above with bold, clear, and off 

color numbering so that each individual sticker can be easily seen by athletes racking their 

bikes. When adhering the stickers to the bike rack(s), it is best to give each athlete a minimum 

width of 18”-20” between each number to allow for adequate transition set up space. 

Level I: Bike rack sticker smaller than the size noted above with bold, clear, and off color 

numbering so that each individual sticker can be seen easily by athletes. When adhering the 

stickers to the bike rack(s), it is best to give each athlete a minimum width of 18”-20” between 

each number to allow for adequate transition set up space.  
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Swim Cap & Swim Identification 

Swim cap and swim course identification is one of the most important and necessary pieces of 

race identification that a race director can take into consideration when planning for overall 

race identification needs. This practice is where body marking originated from, and the practice 

that all other pieces stem from. Having a visible and effective race identification plan for the 

swim goes to benefit the athlete’s safety, the medical team’s effectiveness, and overall piece of 

mind for race management. Race marking and identification on the swim serves three 

purposes:  

• Athlete accountability (in conjunction with timing system and swim cap colors) when 

entering and exiting the water. Race management can more easily determine if a 

respective athlete has entered the swim but not finished, and if that swimmer has been 

pulled for medical attention. 

• Medical operations throughout the athlete’s time in the water. When athletes need to 

be pulled from the swim or receive medical attention, being able to identify said athlete 

is key to providing effective medical treatment. 

• The overall integrity of the race is improved so that race officials can note penalties 

effectively throughout the swim portion of the race, and also if there is course cutting 

and littering upon exiting the swim. 

When taking the above into account, it is very important that all athletes have visible body 

markings and/or swim cap markings that display their race number that will not be covered up 

if they are wearing a wetsuit. Please note however that if the swim portion is a non-wetsuit 

swim, swim caps aren’t required to be marked but it is still recommended. A comprehensive 

and failsafe level of coverage would be to apply both swim cap and body marking practices in 

your race operations.  

 

 

 

 

1 ½” 

3 ½” 
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Level III: (2) swim cap stickers equal to or greater than the size above with bold, clear, and off 

color numbering so that each individual sticker can be easily seen by medical and race staff. If 

acquiring swim cap stickers, be sure to effectively communicate to athletes that the stickers 

need to be placed on the swim cap AFTER the swim cap is stretched out on the athlete’s head. 

Be sure that the athlete or someone else holds the stickers in place for 10-12 seconds for 

adhesion. If you adhere the stickers prior to placing the cap on the athlete’s head, they will pop 

off when the cap inevitably stretches out.  

If you are unable to acquire swim cap stickers that can properly adhere to the swim caps, the 

athlete’s number can be hand written on each side of the swim cap by either the athlete or race 

staff. As a failsafe, a race management member should be placed at the swim start to ensure all 

athletes have either their stickers on or numbers hand written on their respective swim cap. 

Furthermore, pending a non-wetsuit swim, the Body Marking Level III should also be utilized in 

conjunction with the Swim Level III so that the athlete’s bicep tattoos can be seen when raising 

their arm for a stroke. 

As a final note, the marking on the athlete’s swim cap is required by USAT should the swim be 

wetsuit legal (meaning the body markings would be covered up on the athlete by their wetsuit), 

and only recommended if the swim is non-wetsuit legal (body markings would then be visible).  

Level II: (2) swim cap stickers equal to or greater than the size above with bold, clear, and off-

color numbering so that each individual sticker can be seen easily by medical and race staff. If 

acquiring swim cap stickers, be sure to effectively communicate to athletes that the stickers 

need to be placed on the swim cap AFTER the swim cap is stretched out on the athlete’s head. 

If you adhere the stickers prior to placing the cap on the athlete’s head, they will pop off when 

the cap inevitably stretches out.  

If you are unable to acquire swim cap stickers that can properly adhere to the swim caps, the 

athlete’s number will need to be hand written on each side of the swim cap by either the 

athlete or race staff. As a failsafe, a race management member should be placed at the swim 

start to ensure all athletes have either their stickers on or numbers hand written on their 

respective swim cap. 

Level I: Hand written numbers on each side of the athlete’s swim cap either by race staff or 

athletes themselves. The exact process of this can be stipulated by race management, but there 

should be markers provided by race management for the athletes to utilize this option.  
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Wristbands 

Wristbands are another very simple yet effective race identification piece that can be executed 

in a variety of ways. Wristbands however are not required for race production, so the Levels 

below serve as a guide if you should choose to acquire wristbands in general.  

As a starter, wristbands are generally utilized as a way of identifying athletes that have 

registered for a race. In turn, this gives them access to race-specific areas where general 

spectators are not allowed. Furthermore, depending on how many races are contained within 

one event, different colored wristbands can differentiate between different races, further 

dialing in which specific athletes should be in transition, in the finish line area, and on the 

course at specific times. When ordering wristbands for your race, the race director should take 

into account the wristband material. The band should be of a material that will hold up 

throughout the lead up, execution and wrap up of post-race activities, since wristbands are also 

sometimes utilized for entry into post-race parties and activities.  

Furthermore, wristbands can also be used as an increased security measure for bike check-out 

if you are able to imprint the athlete’s race number onto the wristband. This allows volunteer 

or race management personnel to match the athlete’s bike post number to their wristband 

number should their body marking be rinsed off for some reason prior to bike check out. 

Level III: Colored, vinyl wristbands with dimensions of 10” long x ¾” wide. These wristbands 

should have incremental athlete numbering to incorporate an increased security measure for 

athlete access and bike check out purposes. Furthermore, for events that have multiple races, 

there should be a different colored wristband ordered for each separate race so that race 

management can ensure only athletes competing in the current race are allowed into race 

specific areas. For further coverage, be sure to communicate to athletes that the wristband 

they are wearing should not be taken off until the conclusion of all post-race activities since the 

wristband can sometimes be utilized as access into those respective activities, or for 

miscellaneous athlete identification needs.  

Level II: Colored, Tyvek (paper) wristbands with dimensions of 10” long x ¾” wide that include a 

sponsor and/or event logo. These wristbands should have incremental athlete numbering to 

incorporate an increased security measure for athlete access and bike check out purposes. 

Furthermore, for events that have multiple races, there should be a different colored wristband 

ordered for each different race so that race management can ensure only athletes competing in 

the current race are allowed into race specific areas. For further coverage, be sure to 

communicate to athletes that the wristband they are wearing should not be taken off until the 

conclusion of all post-race activities since the wristband can sometimes be utilized as access 

into those respective activities, or for miscellaneous athlete identification needs.  
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Level I: White, Tyvek (paper) wristband with dimensions of 10” long x ¾” wide with no 

incremental numbering and no differentiation between colors for multiple races. Race 

management should still be sure to communicate to athletes that wristbands should not be 

taken off until the conclusion of all post-race activities since the wristband can sometimes be 

utilized as access into those respective activities, or for miscellaneous athlete identification 

needs.  
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SportSafe Markers 

Participant safety is a high priority at all USA Triathlon sanctioned events. Body marking 
participants using products that are "body safe" is recognized as important to operating a safe 
event. As a result, USA Triathlon recommends the use of FDA compliant markers and tattoos 
instead of popular art or industrial markers for body marking. Art or industrial markers are not 
meant for contact with skin as they do not contain FDA approved color additives and may 
contain harmful toxins such as xylene, which can irritate skin, eyes, and lungs. 
  
SportSafe 
SportSafe brand body markers contain FDA compliant cosmetic 
ingredients, making them safe for use on skin, and are 
waterproof and removable. In addition, they are competitively 
priced with traditional markers!  
 
Visit www.takeyourmarksports.com to order. Allow 3-5 days for delivery. 
  
Race Innovation 

Race Innovation has been providing laboratory certified skin 

safe tattoos for sporting events and world class races since 

2009. Race tattoos are high quality, durable, and highly visible 

for race officials. Race directors can choose single, double, triple or quad sets of race tattoos to 

allow safe body marking on the skin. In addition to standard sets, customization of the tattoos 

with a race or sponsors logo can be produced. Building brands is another key benefit of the 

services provided by Race Innovation. Race Innovation takes pride in its high level of service and 

provides a wide portfolio of race identification products, including race tattoos, event bibs, bike 

and helmet stickers, swim caps and more. For more information, please visit 

http://www.raceinnovation.com/home/.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00191quL7pbWIcVTvjjFr8GFiH2W7WQ70NpLtWDA5IAACocafZwShpepIO4RixmXgd4s5c1HIql1_4GvaXl9uJdWp5XCE_a89L0OKqKWnpEp2lPp-6RFan8DmXUV2DYV6UnDsi3OCxEYUsbosRrKDsb6TYi4sb4HCha0CJ_kxK5cc4BIP4vnS2nb0Lv4Sm2hKRQbm165rWkOl4=&c=ZbxnLqocAGXxKpHqgKeVtLTzxVp2wBSHxFbGlUW_54NIYr2Kd_kuoA==&ch=ANkrpteaqnZQamgcpaelKBwkoE160TkpjlwWAMka7T7g8GW2Fh-skw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00191quL7pbWIcVTvjjFr8GFiH2W7WQ70NpLtWDA5IAACocafZwShpepIuhwnym_EtIHR3H1GJvpv1Osw4XCR9u5MNCQRiQc1w7eYuG8hHpQjcBKPZRcfoYOTXML7fymg_fHPIwl2UUTn-OPdww6Mear_qBltsOzQe4f7PfCoFuIRFuPttK6PQmaA==&c=ZbxnLqocAGXxKpHqgKeVtLTzxVp2wBSHxFbGlUW_54NIYr2Kd_kuoA==&ch=ANkrpteaqnZQamgcpaelKBwkoE160TkpjlwWAMka7T7g8GW2Fh-skw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00191quL7pbWIcVTvjjFr8GFiH2W7WQ70NpLtWDA5IAACocafZwShpepI8fIRwleUlD-RMMJutD1d-h_c_YSYdDWjceFX9Kf1VaeXllolXJeCw2xWtHLnPzq6U0_t8lSv8CEE0YrqvBgbcdK3KFUQSw30DMowqjVw2j3aQhg-hxKigcV3DanLG4tzkvFjj1veu57YCh16NZSLU=&c=ZbxnLqocAGXxKpHqgKeVtLTzxVp2wBSHxFbGlUW_54NIYr2Kd_kuoA==&ch=ANkrpteaqnZQamgcpaelKBwkoE160TkpjlwWAMka7T7g8GW2Fh-skw==
http://www.raceinnovation.com/home/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00191quL7pbWIcVTvjjFr8GFiH2W7WQ70NpLtWDA5IAACocafZwShpepIO4RixmXgd4s5c1HIql1_4GvaXl9uJdWp5XCE_a89L0OKqKWnpEp2lPp-6RFan8DmXUV2DYV6UnDsi3OCxEYUsbosRrKDsb6TYi4sb4HCha0CJ_kxK5cc4BIP4vnS2nb0Lv4Sm2hKRQbm165rWkOl4=&c=ZbxnLqocAGXxKpHqgKeVtLTzxVp2wBSHxFbGlUW_54NIYr2Kd_kuoA==&ch=ANkrpteaqnZQamgcpaelKBwkoE160TkpjlwWAMka7T7g8GW2Fh-skw==
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Miscellaneous Race Identification Needs 

In addition to the standard race identification needs that have been referenced in this 

document, there are other miscellaneous pieces that can go towards improving the overall race 

experience for athletes, officials, and spectators. Some of these items are outlined below.  

Bag Check Label/Sticker: This particular label or sticker can be added on to the bike frame or 

race bib sheet, and can then be utilized as the athletes bag check label should a bag check 

process be in place for the race. This allows for quick and easy identification of the athlete’s 

bag, and negates having to have volunteers or staff manually write the numbers on bags when 

they are checking them into the bag check area. 

“I Support” Sticker/Label: This label or sticker is a neat add on to the race identification system 

that serves as a sticker worn by spectators who are supporting a particular athlete. 

Premium Item Label/Sticker: Any combination of t-shirt, goody bag, post-race food, post-race 

drink, and other labels or stickers can be added on to the race bib or sticker sheet to further 

streamline the ancillary items available to athletes. 

Envelope Design: Athletes packets and race day needs are typically stuffed into large office-

style envelopes which are then handed out to the athletes throughout the packet pick up 

process. One way to add the envelope into the race identification process is to design an 

instructional layout of all the race identification pieces noted above on the front side of the 

envelope. This creates production value for you as the Race Director, and also helps to alleviate 

questions on the race identification pieces from athletes. On the next page you will find an 

example of a diagramed envelope.  

 

 

 

A special thanks to the entire USA Triathlon staff and Race Innovations in their work and 

formulation of this document.  

DISCLAIMER: This publication is the effort of USA Triathlon and Race Innovation. The 

suggestions put forth are suggestions for best practices; they are in no way, shape, or form a 

requirement or the official rules. For official rules, please visit the USA Triathlon website by 

clicking here. USA Triathlon and Race Innovation are not liable for any harm that may come 

from using the practices set forth in this document. USA Triathlon and Race Innovation reserve 

the right to change these best practices at any point in time in order to best serve the sport.  

https://www.teamusa.org/USA-Triathlon/About/Multisport/Competitive-Rules
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